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Sausalito Public Library 

Quarterly Update to City Council 
Q2 FY 2018-19 (October to December 2018) 

 

Previous update to Council: Q1 2018-19, received and filed October 30, 2018 

 

I. Quarterly Accomplishments 

 

New Young Adult Alcove 

In late November, we completed the move of our Young Adult collection from the mezzanine 

level to the main floor of the library. Young Adult materials may now be found in an alcove 

adjacent to the Children’s Non-Fiction collection. The purpose of the move was to create a 

dedicated area for Young Adults. Formerly, the collection was on two sides of a single shelving 

unit, with no enclosed space. The change was made in response to the increasing number of 

tweens and teens who are using the library.  

To create the new Young Adult alcove, we installed a new shelving unit and moved our CDs and 

Audiobooks to the mezzanine level. We’ve already created most of the new signage to reflect 

the new locations. Still to be done is the construction of a wood top and sides for the new 

shelving unit. The pieces have been ordered from Creative Wood in Oakland and are expected 

within the next two months. We’ll also be purchasing new furniture. The new alcove is being 

funded through a generous grant from the Sausalito Library Foundation. 

 
 

The Sausalito Library’s new Young Adult alcove (so far) 
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Proof of Address Requirement 

Following the lead of the San Rafael Library, in December 2018 the Sausalito Library Board of 

Trustees approved a new policy related to issuing library cards to new library users. Previously, 

we had required a separate proof of residential address if a person’s photo ID did not have a 

current address. Under the new policy, no separate proof of residential address is needed. The 

change was made for three reasons. The first is that an increasing number of new library 

patrons are using our online “get a library card” tool, which already confirms a person’s 

permanent address via credit card verification. The second is that new Sausalito residents and 

those living on the anchorage have long been frustrated that they had to come back with a 

lease, phone/utility bill, or boat registration information before they could get a card. The third 

reason is that we now rely entirely on email for correspondence about overdue or lost items, so 

we no longer need to confirm a residential address in order to communicate with our users.   

Fall Programs for Adults 

The library presented a record 32 programs for adults during the quarter. Highlights included a 

presentation by Bruce Forrester of his photos of Sausalito’s houseboat community in the 1970s 

and a program celebrating former Sausalito resident, Hollywood actor, and writer Sterling 

Hayden. Both programs were held inside the library on a Friday evening and attended by more 

than 100 people.  

 

The Sausalito Library before the Sterling Hayden program on October 26 
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II. Q2 Metrics 
 
For Q2 2019, we’ll take a look at our statistics on adult programs. As you’ll see from the charts below, 
the number of adult programs offered by the Sausalito Library by calendar year has increased steadily 
over the past eight years. Program attendance increased rapidly between 2012 and 2016, then flattened 
out. The numbers reflect our efforts to prioritize adult programs for the community. 
 
I think the library is at a point right now that the number of adult programs we offer is unlikely to go 
much higher, given the library’s staffing and space constraints. We may see some years of increased 
attendance, but that number is heavily dependent on attendance at our Friday evening programs, which 
is unpredictable and highly variable. A handful of Friday programs with attendance of over 100 people 
can have a large impact on the annual number.  
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III. Goals for Q3 2019 and Beyond 

 

In this section, we will look at current and future initiatives underway to improve and expand our 

services in the community. 

Adult Programs for Winter 2019 

We have a busy adult program schedule between January and March 2019. Twenty-two 

programs are scheduled, including seven Friday evening programs inside the library. Friday 

programs include Gatsby Revisited: Flappers and Philosophers, The Waldo Grade: Highway 

Through the Hills, Scandals and Mysteries in Hollywood History, two film screenings, and a 

program about the history of shipping on the West Coast.  

2019 Art Exhibits 

We have a full schedule of art exhibits in the library exhibit space for 2019. Sadly, our first 

scheduled exhibit of 2019 was a casualty of the US government shutdown. We had planned to 

present an exhibit of photographs from the Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary, but the 

staff member we had been working with has been out of work during the shutdown. As a 

replacement, our first exhibit will be of sunrise photos taken by City employee Julie Myers.  

LED Lights to Replace Fluorescents 

The library is currently lit by fluorescent bulbs in banks of pendant fixtures. Changing fluorescent 

bulbs in the library stacks is relatively easy, but replacing those on the ceiling of the “living 

room” area requires a hydraulic lift and can only be done once per year. To increase the life of 

the bulbs, the City maintenance department will be replacing the fluorescent fixtures with new 

LED tube lights and fixtures. The lighting quality of the LEDs is as good as or better than 

fluorescents. LEDs also save electricity, are less harmful to the environment, last twice as long as 

fluorescent bulbs, and do not buzz or flicker as fluorescents are prone to do. The switch to LEDs 

will be made over several months, rather than all at once, due to the time it takes to rewire a 

fixture to make it LED-ready. 

Edgewater Blinds 

The Edgewater Room on the lower level of City Hall is under the purview of the Parks and 

Recreation Department but is frequently used by the library for daytime and evening programs. 

One of the room’s flaws for daytime programs, particularly our monthly children’s movies, is 

that the blinds for the four windows are either in poor shape or completely broken. Parks and 

Recreation Director Mike Langford has agreed to split the cost of new blinds with the library. 

The Friends of the Library have agreed to fund the library’s share of the cost. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Abbot Chambers, City Librarian 
January 15, 2019 
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APPENDIX: Q2 2019 Statistical Dashboard 
 

 


